SUN SHADES
FOR OFFICES

Sun shades for offices,
assembly rooms, shops, etc.
To feel good and work effectively, you need the right lighting and room
temperature. The light must provide glare-free illumination that allows the
eye to work normally, and the temperature must be around 18–20°C since
that is the range at which people are most effective. When sunlight enters
a room through the windows it increases the luminous power and creates
glare, and the temperature rises above the comfort level. Performance levels
fall and workers become uncomfortable.
There are many types of sun screens available. Curtains, roller blinds
and Venetian blinds block the light, but allow temperatures to rise and spoil
the view. Awnings are affected by wind and weather, and are often useless
in windy conditions.

Work effectively with the correct
lighting and temperature.

Bergaflex reduces solar energy by up to 90%
Bergaflex sun shades reduce solar energy by up to 90%, cut out the light
to a level that is comfortable for the eye and eliminate screen glare.
Our sun shades therefore represent a valuable and cost-effective
investment in the work environment.
Bergaflex sun shades are available in different degrees of heat
reflection and light transmission, and in a range of colour combinations
(see separate datasheet).

Bergaflex sun shades reduce solar
energy by up to 90%.

35 years of experience of solar protection
Bergaflex was founded more than 35 years ago. Since the 1980s, the company has supplied sun shades and metallised films for the windows on ship
bridges around the world. Our products are vital for safety at sea and for the
welfare of personnel.
For more information on Bergaflex solar protection systems, please contact
us or see our website!
Authorised distributors:

Bergaflex AB
Lastgatan 9
S-254 64 Helsingborg
Sweden
Tel.: +46 (0)42 - 16 52 00
Fax: +46 (0)42 - 16 51 50
E-mail: info@bergaflex.com
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